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Abstract. This paper describes a framework for test-case generation for
microcontroller binary programs using abstract interpretation techniques.
The key idea of our approach is to derive program invariants a priori,
and then use backward analysis to obtain test vectors that are executed
on the target microcontroller. Due to the structure of binary code, the
abstract interpretation framework is based on propositional encodings of
the program semantics and SAT solving.
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Introduction

Traditionally, formal verification and structural testing are considered as orthogonal concepts for increasing the quality of software. Whereas formal verification
techniques such as model checking or abstract interpretation establish a full
proof of correctness, testing increases confidence in the correctness of a system
by meeting certain coverage criteria, where none of the examined paths violates
the specification. However, the underlying coverage criteria, which are often
dictated by industrial standards [1], are typically insufficient for finding property
violations as argued by Heimdahl et al. [2].
In the embedded systems domain, verification and validation techniques
should ideally be applied to the executable binary code of a program, since
the exact semantics of the program is not unambiguously specified in high-level
representations such as C code [3]. Further, it is not unknown for compilation itself
to introduce errors [4]. However, embedded systems code often strongly relies on
the behavior and state of the hardware and on interaction with the environment.
The need to model these two properties properly, among others, aggravates the
state explosion in model checking and limits its applicability. On the other hand,
abstract interpretation provides a scalable approach to verification that often
suffers from imprecision, and subsequently, a high number of spurious warnings.
This is even more so on the binary-code level, where interleavings of arithmetic
and logical operations as well as the finite precision of registers poses additional
challenges.

However, in case of a violated property, abstract interpretation typically does
not provide a counterexample, which is extremely helpful for fixing the defect [5].
By way of contrast, this property is fulfilled by both model checking and testing.
Approach The ultimate goal of our work is to derive real counterexample traces
for binary programs. To do so, our approach uses abstract interpretation to detect
potential violations, and then derive paths through the program that could have
led to that violation using backwards analysis. These paths define test vectors,
which are examined on the real hardware to filter spurious traces that have been
introduced through over-approximation.
Contributions Spurious warnings are a major issue when applying abstract
interpretation in industrial practice. Typically, investigating spurious warnings
relies on manual inspection of program invariants. The complex structure of
embedded code makes manual inspection difficult and time-intensive. To leverage
these issues in embedded-software verification, we contribute a framework that:
(i) applies abstract interpretation to generate assertion-directed test cases; (ii)
provides a link to the actual target hardware; (iii) automatically identifies spurious
test traces.
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Test-Case Generation Using Abstract Interpretation

Our framework (cf. Fig. 1) takes an executable binary file and a specification
(cf. Sect. 2.1) as inputs. The binary file is ready to be run on the target hardware.
After parsing, we build an initial control flow graph (CFG) of the binary and
apply abstract interpretation (cf. Sect. 2.2) to derive program invariants. These
invariants are used by the test-case generator to identify possible specification
violations. Then, a backward analysis derives actual program inputs (cf. Sect. 2.3),
that drive execution towards the specification violation. The test traces are then
transferred to and executed on real hardware (cf. Sect. 2.4), i.e., an IP-core
instance of the target microcontroller running within an FPGA embedded in
its operation environment. A test-case monitor is attached to the IP core that
tracks specification items during execution and provides runtime feedback.
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2.1

Specification Language

In the past, we have carried out a case study [6] in cooperation with an industry
partner using [mc]square [7], which is a binary code verification tool. When
confronting our partner with the full expressive power of temporal logics (CTL
in this case), it turned out that it is particularly difficult for test engineers to
translate their well-understood textual specifications into temporal logic formulas.
Moreover, most specification items of the case study were local assertions (properties that hold at a specific program location) or global invariants (properties
that hold at any program location), an observation also emphasized by Hoare [8,
p. 10]. Consequently, to express program properties of interest, we propose a
simple specification language, which is defined through the following grammar:
Ψ ::= A(pc, ϕ) | I(ϕ)
ϕ ::= true | false | ¬ϕ | ϕ1 ∧ ϕ2 | ϕ1 ∨ ϕ2 | AP
To express the semantics of this specification language, let a state of a
program be a tuple hpc, mi ∈ Locs × Mem, where Locs is a finite set of program
locations, and Mem represents the set of all possible memory configurations of the
microcontroller. Then, the state space of the program is a subset of Locs × Mem.
The property ϕ is a predicate over memory locations m ∈ Mem. Additionally,
AP denotes the set of atomic propositions about memory cells in Mem. The
satisfaction relation associated with ϕ is intuitively clear, following the standard
inductive definition. If m ∈ Mem satisfies ϕ, we write m |= ϕ.
Properties, in turn, can be of local or global nature. A local assertion is a
property A(pc, ϕ) attached to a certain program location pc ∈ Locs. Given a
set of states S ⊆ Locs × Mem, then A(pc, ϕ) holds w.r.t. S iff m |= ϕ for all
hpc0 , mi ∈ S with pc = pc0 . Similarly, a global invariant I(ϕ) holds iff m |= ϕ
regardless of pc0 .
Our framework either reads a user-defined specification or uses existing
assertions from the high-level representation of the program by parsing compilergenerated debug information.
2.2

Abstract Interpretation

The key idea in abstract interpretation is to simulate the execution of each concrete
operation g : C → C in a program using an abstract analogue f : D → D, where
C and D denote the domains of concrete values and descriptions. Each abstract
operation f is designed to model its concrete counterpart g in the following sense:
If d ∈ D describes a concrete value c ∈ C, then the result of applying g to c is
described by applying f to d. Typically, the abstract operations are designed
manually. However, handcrafting transformers for the complete instruction set of
a microcontroller, which consists of more than 100 instructions, is time-consuming
and error-prone. Consequently, we synthesize optimal transfer functions [9] from
propositional encodings of the instructions’ semantics using SAT solving [10].
The process of translating instructions into propositional Boolean formulas is
often colloquially referred to as bit-blasting.

To derive a set of test cases, our abstract interpretation framework first
computes invariants using intervals and synthesized transformers. If the invariants
exhibit a potential property violation, we use backward analysis to derive a path
(the test case) from the property violation to the start of the program. It is
important to observe that sound abstract interpretation itself requires a CFG of
the program to be available. However, recovering indirect control from binaries is
a notoriously difficult problem [11]. Consequently, the CFG used in the abstract
interpretation framework is incrementally extended using information gained
through the test-case execution. Since the aim of our work is to detect test traces
that exhibit faulty behavior instead of proving correctness of an implementation,
this approach is convenient. The remainder of this section discusses two approaches
used to derive program invariants.
Affine transfer functions of basic blocks. The semantics of a microcontroller
instruction can be encoded in propositional logic, which has become a standard
technique in software verification, owing much to the advances in bounded
model checking [12]. To illustrate, consider the instruction INC A on an 8 bit
architecture, which increments register A by one. The input and output values
of A are represented by bit-vectors of length 8, denoted a and a0 , respectively.
Then, the effects of applying INC A can be expressed propositionally, where a[i]
denotes the i-th bit of a and ⊕ denotes the exclusive-or:

V7 
Vi−1
INC A := i=0 a0 [i] ↔ a[i] ⊕ j=0 a[j]
Similar encodings can be derived for the entire instruction set [13]. The value of
these encodings is that optimal transfer functions for either single instructions or
whole sequences of instructions can be derived using successive calls to a decision
procedure, in this case a SAT solver, priorVto executing
the actual analysis. Affine
m−1 Pni −1
λi,j · vj = di ), where vj
equalities [14] are systems of the form i=0 ( j=0
are program variables and λi,j , di ∈ Z, which can be used to describe relations
between variables. Our approach derives optimal affine transformers for basic
blocks from the Boolean encodings, using the algorithm developed by Brauer
and King [10, Sect. 3.2]. As an example, consider the above instruction, and for
P7
brevity, let hhaii = i=0 2i a[i]. Then, we obtain the following affine system:
(hhaii ≤ 254) ⇒ (hha0 ii = hhaii + 1)

(hhaii = 255) ⇒ (hha0 ii = 0)

Using this representation, linear constraints — most notably octagons [15] — that
distinguish inputs that lead to overflows are derived from the Boolean formulas.
Otherwise, no affine relation between a and a0 could be determined since, e.g.,
254 + 1 = 255 and 255 + 1 = 0 in unsigned machine-arithmetic.
Local invariants through interval analysis. Interval analysis determines
invariants using the computationally attractive interval abstract domain [16].
Let N? = {0, . . . , 255} denote the set of numbers representable with a single

8-bit word. Then, a word-level interval is composed of [a, b] with a, b ∈ N? and
a ≤ b. With > = [0, 255], ⊥ = ∅, and a join defined as [a1 , b1 ] t [a2 , b2 ] =
[min(a1 , a2 ), max(b1 , b2 )], the domain forms a complete lattice.
To illustrate interval arithmetic, consider an ADD A,B instruction, summing
the operands A, B and storing the result back to A. Suppose, we enter the
instruction with the intervals A = [12, 74] and B = [10, 14], then we can derive
that the resulting value in A will be within the interval [12 + 10, 74 + 14] = [22, 88].
These invariants are derived for each program counter location using fixedpoint iteration and a combination with affine relations, following the reduction
algorithm described in [13, Sect. 6]. More details are given in [17].
As a result, the analysis yields a list of word-level intervals over memory
locations attached to every pc location, i.e., hpc, (A[a0 , b0 ],B[a1 , b1 ], . . . )i. These
invariants are used to detect potential violations of the specification. For example,
if the global invariant I(A < 25) should hold, then we identify all locations as
potential violations that have intervals for A including valuations ≥ 25. The
test-trace generation algorithm starts from these program locations.
2.3

Test-trace generation

Our algorithm starts from a program location where the specification may be
violated, and systematically searches for traces that lead to this violation. Given
an assertion Ψ and an invariant θ, we convert ¬Ψ into a disjunctive normal
form and treat ¬Ψ ∧ θ as the desired postcondition. Next, we apply the affine
transfer function in reverse using integer linear programming, which gives us a
precondition, and then, this step is iteratively applied for all possible predecessors,
until the entry of the program is reached. The preconditions are computed in
breadth-first order, which guarantees that shortest paths to the entry are found.
For reasons of continuity, we defer the presentation of an example to Sect. 3.
2.4

Test-trace deployment and execution

A single test trace t is a path of program counter locations π := hpc0 , . . . , pcn i
with pci ∈ Locs and a set of external inputs In := hpc, ii attached to certain
program locations. For example, In := h0xc1c1,p1← 0xb2i represents that 0xb2
will be provided on I/O port p1 at program counter location 0xc1c1.
In our approach, we do not explicitly alter the code itself, nor do we insert
additional event-triggers into the source code, which is a common practice
in runtime verification [18]. Our monitoring is done by a hardware monitor
unit, attached to an industrial IP core of the target microcontroller. The whole
execution takes place on an FPGA, connected to the actual environment of
the application. The monitor unit allows us to non-intrusively and on-the-fly
monitor and track memory accesses of the microcontroller core. Besides, the
monitor compares the current program counter with the expected one given in π.
Whenever this comparison fails, we halt the microcontroller, mark t as infeasible,
and load the next test trace, thus, subsequently ruling out spurious test traces.
However, if the unexpected branch was caused by an indirect jump, we add the
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# define ABS ( a ) ((( a ) <0)? -( a ):( a ))
char getSensor ( void ){ return P1 ;}
void sendPWM ( void ){...;}
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int main ( void ){
char val ;
while (1){
val = ABS ( getSensor ());
while ( val > 0){
sendPWM ();
val - -;
}
ASSERT ( val == 0);
}
}
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Fig. 2. Example code (left) and CFG (right)

newly detected jump target to the CFG. In case the actual execution follows the
predicted path π, the monitor will verify whether the specification items hold
along the path (for global invariants) or on certain program locations (for local
assertions).

3

Worked Example

Fig. 2 shows an embedded C code snippet and its CFG. The labels of the CFG
nodes relate to the program counter locations on the left. The code reads a sensor
value from an 8-bit input port and converts the value to its absolute value, storing
the result in val. Next, a while loop is entered sending val times PWM pulses to
the output and decrementing val each iteration. Whenever the predicate val > 0
is violated the assertion is reached and the loop starts again.
Based on a first intuition, the assertion will hold, regardless of the sensor values.
The presumably positive variable val is decremented towards 0. Interestingly,
the assertion does not hold under all inputs. Consider the binary sensor input
b1000000, which corresponds to −128 in two’s complement. However, the ABS
macro will not alter the value since −(−128) = −128 due to the limited bit-width.
It is obvious that the predicate (−128 > 0) at the beginning of the while loop is
false and the assertion does not hold.
Our algorithm starts by negating the predicate in the assertion, which gives
(val < 0)∨(val > 0) in program location 6. The assertion has a single predecessor,
i.e., node 3, for which we have derived the following transfer function:
(getSensor() ≥ 0 ∧ getSensor() ≤ 127)
⇒ (val0 = getSensor())
(getSensor() ≥ −127 ∧ getSensor() ≤ −1) ⇒ (val0 = −getSensor())
(getSensor() ≥ −128 ∧ getSensor() ≤ −128) ⇒ (val0 = −128)
The third one is examined, which gives us a test trace with inputs that lead to a
violation of the assertion, namely π = h1, 2, 3, 6i; In = h2, getSensor() ← −128i
where the input in line 2 is −128. This test trace is executed on the IP core and
the runtime monitor confirms that π is indeed a real counterexample trace.
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Related Work

Test-case generation using formal methods, is an active area of research. Cousot
and Cousot introduce abstract interpretation based program testing as abstract
testing in [19], an approach closely related to our work. However, we apply
abstract interpretation to machine code and offer a way to automatically rule out
spurious counterexamples. Another popular approach is to use model checkers
to derive test suites that comply with industrial coverage criteria [20]. With
increasing complexity, these approaches suffer from similar problems as traditional
model checking.
Wenzel et al. [21] describe cross-platform verification of embedded C code.
Platform-specific C code is translated into semantically equivalent C code used
by CBMC to generate counterexamples, which are executed on the host and
on the target platform. Thus, their approach can find errors introduced by the
compiler. Our approach is independent of the high-level implementation and does
not require to instrument the code, which is vital for verifying timing properties.
Deriving test data for machine code with a structural coverage goal is described
in [22]. Their tool Osmose translates executable code to a generic assembly
language and uses concolic execution for path exploration.

5

Discussion & Future Work

Summary In this paper, we have addressed the question of deriving test cases
from microcontroller binary code. Unlike other techniques, our approach uses
abstract interpretation using a combination of different abstract domains to
derive test cases directly from the executable program code. The purpose of our
work is not necessarily to derive test cases that satisfy certain coverage criteria,
but rather to systematically infer paths that exhibit faulty behavior.
Future Work In addition to the global and local assertions (cf. Sect. 2.1), we want
to include time-bounded properties of the form Θ(ϕ1 , ϕ2 , δ). Such properties
state that if the predicate ϕ1 holds then ϕ2 must hold within δ ∈ N clock cycles.
Clearly, future efforts also include a case study showing the feasibility of our
approach when applied to industrial embedded code.
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